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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
TERM

DEFINITION FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT

Amenities

Features like seats, tables, shade, water, barbecues and toilets that make a
play space a more pleasant place to be

Municipal level play
space1

These play spaces attract visits from a wide region because of the extensive
variety of social amenities and play elements for both young and older
children. This level play space is relevant to Castlemaine only.

Children

Children aged 0-12

District level play
spaces1

Play spaces that attract visits from across a number of local
neighbourhood’s and provide for both younger and older children. This level
play space is relevant to Castlemaine and towns/rural areas.

Playground

An area that contains play equipment for children e.g. swings and slides

Local level play spaces1

Play spaces that have a focus on play equipment for younger children and
attract short stay visits from the local neighbourhood. This level play space
is relevant to Castlemaine and towns/rural areas.

Play space

A space that includes a range of play features and opportunities for children
to play e.g. run-about areas, trees and vegetation, playground

Formal play spaces

Play spaces that are characterised largely by traditional play elements such
as manufactured play equipment and artificial surfacing.

Play space network

The term that encompasses all play spaces

Structured play

Any spontaneous activity that is undertaken for fun but which has some
conditions or rules e.g. tag chasey

Play equipment

Play structures such as swings, slides and climbing frames

Unstructured play

Any spontaneous activity that is undertaken for fun and has no specific
requirements e.g. climbing, jumping

MASC

Mount Alexander Shire Council

Universal design

Design that optimises use of facilities and environments by people of all
abilities and ages

1 The number will be in line with the Play Space Planning Framework and if appropriate open space is available
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Our vision for play spaces
Play spaces are places where:

o children can enjoy the freedom and creativity of play
o people can come together to celebrate the playfulness of childhood
o children can explore and test boundaries, laugh, cry, learn and discover
o children can delve into the world of imagination or the helter skelter of activity
o children can be spontaneous and just have fun!

Executive Summary
The Play Space Strategy has been developed to
provide Council with a 10-year plan for managing
and developing play spaces. In particular, the
Play Space Strategy provides a framework for
determining where play spaces will be located, the
type of play elements and environments that will
be considered, and for renewing and upgrading
play spaces.
It also establishes Council’s aspirations for what
play space should be — public places where
community can come together, where children
have fun and learn new things, and spaces that
are exciting and inspirational.
Six principles have been established to guide the
planning and development of play spaces:
Principle 1:
Play spaces will cater for a range of different
individual and community needs.
Principle 2:
Play spaces will contribute to the social and/
or economic wellbeing of the community.
Principle 3:
Universal design principles will underpin the
planning and provision of play spaces.
Principle 4:
Play spaces will be planned in line with
defined environmental, community and
financial criteria.
Principle 5:
Play spaces will be developed and managed
in line with defined and responsible levels of
provision and maintenance.
Principle 6:
Strong and effective partnerships are needed
to achieve the community’s aspirations for
play spaces.
The Play Space Strategy takes into account
research on children’s developmental needs,
current play space trends and consultation with
residents conducted as part of the project. It also
considers research undertaken by Council for
other planning projects.

Play spaces have been classified as ‘local’, ‘district’
or ‘municipal’ level play spaces according to the
role they will play within the play space network.
The classification of a play space takes into
account the size of the population it caters for;
the number of alternative play opportunities
nearby; and the role of the play space in providing
for tourism or other economic development
opportunities.
The Play Space Strategy defines the type and level
of play features (e.g. equipment, ball play areas)
and social features (e.g. BBQs, toilets) that will
be considered for the different classifications of
play space.
In setting play space renewal and upgrade
priorities the Play Space Strategy has taken into
account the condition of playground equipment;
the value of the play experience at any one play
site; and opportunities to expand the quality of the
play experience by integrating other open space
features. These features include landscaped areas,
formal gardens, natural bushland areas, sporting
areas and trails.
The Play Space Strategy recognises that a number
of departments within Council will play a key role
in the planning, development and management
of play spaces. Of particular importance are the
Recreation Unit (planning play spaces), the Parks
and Gardens Unit (maintaining play spaces),
the Infrastructure Department (managing the
infrastructure at the play spaces) and the
Finance Unit (financial management and
reporting systems).
Play space development priorities will be
determined by criteria established in the Play
Space Strategy. This criteria considers: risk
management priorities, opportunities to address
gaps in the provision of play spaces, opportunities
to enhance the quality of the play space, the
level of use of a play space and opportunities to
increase usage.
Council has invested $573,000 in playground
equipment in 25 parks throughout the Shire2.

2 based on Ray Hutchinson report, January 2014, MtAlexander_m_Nov13_amend Jan14.xls
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THE PLAY SPACE STRATEGY MAKES THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS:
1

 ndertake an annual review of the maintenance budget for maintenance associated
U
with existing and new play spaces.

2

Review the maintenance priorities identified in the Play Space Asset Audit
(November 2013) and prepare a budget to address maintenance requirements.

3

Establish a centralised information database, and integrated systems and protocols
to ensure information about play spaces is recorded.

4

Undertake an external annual audit of playgrounds to review conditions.

5

 onsider using an Asset Renewal system for the recording of all information about the
C
condition of play spaces.

6

 stablish a staff training and development program for all staff involved in the
E
management (i.e. planning, development, maintenance) and promotion of play spaces
with a particular focus on ensuring:
• parks maintenance staff are appropriately qualified and informed about the tasks they
perform.
• all Council staff are regularly informed about the play space planning and development
objectives and outcomes, and how they will be achieved.

7

 dopt the Classification Framework for play spaces and the associated Planning and
A
Development Framework as proposed in the Play Space Strategy.

8

 evelop detailed ‘play value’ assessment criteria that will be used to assess the quality of
D
play opportunities at all play spaces.

9

 ssess the play value of each play space and integrate this with playground condition
A
information to determine the play space renewal and upgrade program.

10

 onsider opportunities to address gaps in play space provision (Castlemaine), and where
C
it may be appropriate to decommission play spaces at the end of their life.

11

Prepare a site plan and determine costs associated with relocating the Stanley Park
Play Space (Harcourt) to the Public Hall site.

12

Implement the Play Space Renewal and Upgrade Program in line with the Play
Space Strategy.

13

Consider opportunities to provide information about:
• existing play spaces and the opportunities and features associated with them.
• play in natural and informal play environments.
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Message from
the Mayor
On behalf of Council and Councillors, I am very
pleased to present ‘Let’s Play’, Council’s Investing
in Play Strategy 2014-2024. This strategy outlines
Council’s commitment and vision towards play
spaces in our Shire responding to the needs of the
community and providing safe and exciting play
spaces for people of all ages.

Our vision is that
play spaces are
places where:

The Play Space Strategy provides a framework for
determining where play spaces will be located, the
type of play elements and environments that will
be considered and for renewing and upgrading
play spaces.

o

This strategy was developed to guide Council in
the future provision and upgrade of its play spaces
for the next 10 years. Extensive research and
community consultation was conducted as part of
its development.

o c hildren can enjoy the freedom and creativity
o
o
o

of play
p
 eople can come together to celebrate the
playfulness of childhood
c hildren can explore and test boundaries, laugh,
cry, learn and discover
c hildren can delve into the world of imagination
or the helter skelter of activity
c hildren can be spontaneous and just have fun!

On behalf of Council, I look forward to making
our Shire a more fun, accessible and safer place
to play!
Cr Christine Henderson, Mayor

The strategy outlines Council’s and the
community’s aspirations for what play space
should be – public places where community can
come together, where children have fun and learn
new things, and spaces that are exciting and
inspirational.
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A thriving community
working together to create a
sustainable and vibrant future

1. Introduction
1.1 WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE PLAY SPACE STRATEGY?
The Play Space Strategy has been developed to
provide Council with a 10-year plan for managing
and developing play spaces.
In particular the Play Space Strategy provides the
framework for:

oD
 etermining what our public play spaces will

look like, where they will be and how we will go
about providing different play environments.

oH
 ow they will cater for the needs of people who
accompany children to the play space.

o E nsuring we provide our communities and

COUNCIL VISION
‘A thriving community working
together to create a sustainable
and vibrant future’
GOAL 1
A vibrant, healthy community
GOAL 2
Better community Facilities

townships with access to play opportunities.

o P lanning our play spaces so they cater for

Reference: Council Plan 2013 – 2017

children with different abilities and encourage
people of all ages to play together.

oM
 anaging and renewing our play spaces so they
are in keeping with modern day play trends.

o E nsuring play spaces accommodate the

developmental, creative, and social needs of
children and families.

o A chieving other outcomes from play spaces

including those associated with leisure, health
and wellbeing, tourism, and other social and
economic outcomes.

The Play Space Strategy does not consider play
spaces in child care centres or play spaces for
older children such as skate parks. Where there is a
direct relationship between these areas and public
play spaces they will be addressed. However they
are generally dealt with in other Council planning
documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION (CONT.)

CASTLEMAINE
Castlemaine Botanical
Gardens, Norwood Hill
Recreation Reserve, Victory
Park, Morrisey Reserve,
Parkview Close Reserve
MALDON
Maldon
Gardens
MUCKLEFORD
Muckleford
North Reserve

BARINGHUP
Baringhup
Hall

SUTTON
GRANGE
Sutton Grange
Hall

HARCOURT
Stanley Park,
Harcourt Recreation
Reserve

CHEWTON
Chewton
Memorial Park

BARFORD
Barford Hall

CAMPBELLS CREEK
Campbells Creek Park,
Campbells Creek Community
Centre, Campbells Creek
Recreation Reserve

NEWSTEAD
Newstead Park,
Newstead Memorial
Reserve
GUILDFORD
Big Tree Park

FRYERSTOWN
Fryerstown
Public Hall
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TARADALE
Taradale Mineral
Springs, Taradale
Recreation
Reserve

ELPHINSTONE
Elphinstone
Recreation Reserve,
Saw Pit Gully
Recreation Reserve

METCALFE
Metcalfe
Recreation
Reserve

1. INTRODUCTION (CONT.)

1.2 PLAY SPACES IN MOUNT ALEXANDER
There are 25 public play spaces in Mount
Alexander. The standard of play spaces varies
greatly in terms of the age of equipment, the
variety of play opportunities, the value of the play
experience and how the play space responds to
modern day play space design principles.
The primary feature of play spaces is off-theshelf modular play equipment designed for 3-8
year olds. Play spaces are very much focused
on playground equipment and generally do not
integrate this area with other potential play
environments on the site.
Basic amenities such as seating for adults are
provided at most play spaces. However, these are
generally old and are not necessarily well placed.
Other amenities such as picnic facilities and toilets
are provided at some sites but not necessarily in
line with the level of provision proposed in the Play
Space Planning Framework.
There is also a need to ensure that access to
facilities such as toilets and car parking is in line
with relevant legislation3 and addresses ‘universal
design’ principles.
Many play spaces have been added to over
the years. As a result the age and condition of
equipment at some places varies greatly and
makes it difficult to plan renewal schedules.

Council has invested $573,000 in playground
equipment4.
Over the past three years Council has replaced
play equipment at four play spaces at a cost of
$149,500. This has involved a small increase in the
number of playground elements at these sites,
and does not include the development of the
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens play space.
Past planning for play spaces did not consider
opportunities to encourage and promote play
opportunities in natural environments such as
those associated with bushland environments and
trails. The Play Space Strategy recognises that
these areas are worth considering because,
if appropriately planned and designed, play spaces
in these environments can be low maintenance
but provide significant play, learning, social and
environmental benefits.
As well as public play spaces owned and managed
by Council, 20 schools in the municipality have
play spaces. The Play Space Strategy recognises
these play spaces vary in size and play value,
and that access is restricted. As such they do
provide additional play opportunities for the local
community.

“The dirt slopes, the oval and
the scoreboard ‘cubby’ are
what attracts the kids most.”
“The dirt slope is awesome!”
“Kids love walking around
the gardens.”
Reference: Play Space Strategy
consultation, Maldon Gardens

3 Australian Disability and Discrimination Act, 1992
4 based on Ray Hutchinson report, January 2014, MtAlexander_m_Nov13_amend Jan14.xls
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1. INTRODUCTION (CONT.)

1.3 DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS AND THE PLAY SPACE STRATEGY
The population of Mount Alexander Shire is 17,587.
The population increased by 3% or 504 people
between 2006 and 2011. Yet during the time
period, the population of children in the
0-11 age groups decreased by nearly 2% or
251 children.
The most significant change in the population
profile between 2006 and 2011 occurred in the
over 50 age groups (+6.0%/+1021 people) with
people aged between 60-69 accounting for half of
the increase.
Compared to Regional Victoria as a whole, Mount
Alexander Shire5:

o h as a lower proportion of 0-11 year olds
(MA 12.4%, RV 15.1%)

o h ad a larger decline in the proportion of 0-11

Given these population indicators it is important
that the Play Space Strategy consider:

o a dditional play and associated social features
(e.g. seating, picnic areas) that may be of
benefit in lower socio-economic areas. This is
particularly important in terms of providing
additional learning opportunities for children
and and community meeting places in these
neighbourhoods

o t he importance of providing play spaces in

areas with an older demographic because of
the increasing number of grandparents caring
for children

o t he need to provide play spaces fairly in
recognition that demographics change
over time.

year olds (MA-1.9%/–251 people) than Regional
Victoria (0.6%) between 2006 and 2011

o h as a slightly higher proportion of 35-396 year
olds (MA 20.2%, RV 19.8%); and

o h ad a similar decrease in the proportion of

35-39 year olds (MA-1.3%/-121 people; RV 1.3%)
between 2006 and 2011.

Based on key socio-economic indicators Mount
Alexander Shire is slightly more advantaged (SEIFA7
Index of 983) than Rural Victoria (SEIFA Index of
978). However, a number of areas within the Shire
are significantly more disadvantaged than the
Shire as a whole or compared to Regional Victoria.
These areas include Castlemaine, the Greater
Castlemaine area, the Chewton-McKenzie Hill area
and the Castlemaine South-Chewton area.

“What do most Nobel Laureates,
innovative entrepreneurs, artists and
performers, well-adjusted children,
happy couples and families and the most
successfully adapted mammals have in
common? They play enthusiastically
throughout their lives.”
Reference: Stuart Brown, Institute of Play
www.instituteofplay.org

5	based on 2011 data provided by idconsulting; http://profile.id.com.au/mount-alexander/service-age-groups?es=2&Web
ID=10&DataType=en
6	‘Parents and homebuilders’ age group http://profile.id.com.au/mount-alexander/service-age-groups?es=2&Web
ID=10&DataType=en
7	SEIFA Index of Disadvantage measures the relative level of socio-economic disadvantage based on a range of Census
characteristics
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2. Play and play spaces
2.1 WHAT IS ‘PLAY’ AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Play is what children do when they are given
the freedom, the time and the space to do as
they please.

PLAY:

The place children choose to play and the way
they choose to play will depend on their state
of mind; who they want or can be with (real or
imagined), or whether they want to be alone;
the opportunities at hand; whether they want
to be active or quietly contemplative; and the
boundaries that are put on them by time, the
environment or the people around them.

o makes us happy
o connects us to others
o t eaches us about relationships,
emotions, co-operation and how to
deal with hurt and rejection
o let’s us take time out

The Play Space Strategy is focused on the informal
and casual type of play that children take to
spontaneously. It is not concerned with structured
play that takes place in the sporting arena.
Children will often engage in ‘competitive’ play but
they do so according to their own often negotiated
and flexible rules, not ones that are imposed and
rigid as in the case of ‘sporting play’.

o f osters creativity, flexibility and
learningfosters physical and mental
wellbeing and,

Play can simulate life situations or be totally
make believe. It can involve play equipment;
sticks, stones or water, a favourite toy, friends,
grandparents or the family pet. It can also involve
being totally absorbed in self.

“The reason why play is such a powerful way to
impart social skills is that it is voluntary. Players
are always free to quit and if they are unhappy
they will quit. Every player knows that and so
the goal, for every player who wants to keep the
game going, is to satisfy his or her own needs and
desires while also satisfying those of the other
players, so they don’t quit.”8

o c an be an antidote to loneliness
and shyness.

The importance of play is recognised by the
United Nations. Article 31 of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child specifically
recognises a child’s right to participate in play
and recreational activities appropriate to the age
of the child.

8 Free to Learn, Peter Gray, 2013
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2. PLAY AND PLAY SPACES (CONT.)

2.2 WHAT IS A ‘PLAY SPACE’ AND WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?
A play space is anywhere children play. It can be
indoors behind the lounge chair, in a cardboard
box or under the bed. It can be outdoors in the
cubby, up the gum tree, or sitting in amongst
newly mown grass clippings. It can be at home,
at the neighbour’s place or it can be at the park,
down the beach or in the local creek.

The strategy also has a focus on ‘playable’
environments that are not always recognised
for the valuable play opportunities they offer.
These are places like the bush land alongside
walking trails, creek sides and lake edges, public
gardens, arts installations in public places and dirt
embankments at local recreation reserves.

The play space strategy has a particular focus on
creating play spaces that bring together different
play opportunities and play environments.

Play spaces are important because they provide
opportunities for children to learn skills and
abilities that are critical to their growth and
development. The trend towards smaller house
blocks in residential areas, gardens that are
designed for formal entertaining rather than
children’s play and limits on the distance
children are allowed to wander from home
have significantly restricted children’s play
opportunities at and around home.

The formal playground will generally be a core
feature of a play space in Mount Alexander.
However Council will consider opportunities to
provide for a range of children’s developmental
needs by bringing together formal and informal
play environments and play opportunities
associated with the wider park.
For the purpose of this Play Space Strategy a play
space is defined as a play area that:

o p rovides for the play needs of 0-12 year olds
o is located on public land owned or managed by

As a result, the local play space is a particularly
important place that needs thoughtful planning
to incorporate different play environments where
children can easily access them.

o c an be used at any time
om
 ay include a number of different play

The Play Space Strategy recognises the need to
respond to research10 that indicates many children
lack the resilience they need to deal with everyday
life occurrences. As they grow up children must
have the opportunity to experience: the wins and
the losses, being embraced and excluded, waiting
their turn and dealing with those who don’t wait
for theirs, running into someone and saying sorry,
climbing too high and falling off then trying again.

Although the strategy has a focus on children
aged up to 12, every opportunity to integrate
opportunities for older age groups and encourage
people of all ages to play together will be
considered.

The play space provides the ideal opportunity
for children to learn new ways of doing things
because the learning takes place in a fun, creative
and supportive environment.

This is in recognition of the well-researched
benefits of play for all age groups and the
diminishing opportunities for teenagers to play,
be active or hangout in public spaces. Play
Australia highlights the need to compensate for
the loss of these playable and social environments
traditionally used by teenagers.9

A playground is the area in a park defined
by play equipment such as swings and
slides.

Council, such as parks and reserves

environments including a playground, children’s
garden, landscape features and trees, pathways
or trails, and open run-about areas

A play space generally extends well
beyond the boundaries of the playground
into places like bush land, open grass
areas and may not include traditional
play equipment at all.

9 Play Australia, Young people and Use of Public Open Space
10	Literature review: Resilience In Children and Young People, 2007; The Children’s Charity, https://www.actionforchildren.
org.uk/media/145693/resilience_in_children_in_young_people.pdf
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2. PLAY AND PLAY SPACES (CONT.)

“We planted a crop
in the garden… carrots,
potatoes and a chocolate
tree. We baked a roast chicken
in the oven and an apple and
cinnamon pie for dessert”
Reference: The cubby house at
Castlemaine Botanic Gardens; Play
Space Strategy consultation

TABLE 1: PLAY SPACES THAT PROVIDE FOR CHILDREN’S DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

CREATIVE
DEVELOPMENT

SENSORY
DEVELOPMENT

COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

Spaces for
running, climbing,
balancing, falling
over, getting up,
playing chasey
and ball, winning,
loosing, building
strength and
flexibility.

Spaces for
sharing, talking,
negotiating, taking
turns, quiet talks,
‘hanging around’,
helping, caring,
playing house.

Spaces for
building things,
reconstructing,
planting, making
things, performing,
imagining.

Spaces for
smelling, feeling,
touching,
observing, hearing,
free expression –
joy, astonishment,
concern.

Spaces for
investigating,
manipulating
concentrating,
trying alternatives,
challenging
the intellect,
understanding
consequences.

“He often leaves the
play equipment and runs
around among the trees
and climbs the rocks”
Reference: Play Space Strategy
consultation, Maldon
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2. PLAY AND PLAY SPACES (CONT.)

2.3 WHY DO WE CONSIDER THE NEEDS OF CARERS?
The Play Space Strategy recognises that popular
and attractive play spaces are those that
understand the needs of children, but also the
needs of those who take children to play spaces.
A key consideration for the Play Space Strategy
is those features that make the visit to the play
space pleasurable and comfortable for those
accompanying children. Parents, grandparents
and friends are more likely to be encouraged
‘out to play’ if features such as toilets, car
parking, shelter/shade, picnic and BBQ facilities
are available.
The strategy recognises the increasing role of
grandparents in the lives of young people and
the need to provide features that accommodate
the needs of older caregivers or those with
limited mobility or disabilities. Car parks with
well surfaced pathways to play, and picnic
facilities, accessible toilets and comfortable
shaded seating that allows for the close
supervision of children will be important to
these caregivers.
The Play Space Strategy also recognises the
needs of children who care for other children.
It is therefore important that consideration be
given to co-locating youth spaces with play
spaces for younger children. These spaces might
include social or sit-and-chat areas, activity
spaces such as bounce ball courts and play
elements that appeal to older children.
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2. PLAY AND PLAY SPACES (CONT.)

2.4 TRENDS IN THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF PLAY SPACES
Play space design trends are influenced by research about childhood development needs and the way
in which different types of play environments can best address these needs.
Playground equipment manufacturers and adult perceptions about what comprises a good play space
also influence design trends. As a result play spaces continue to change over time.
Key design trends are summarised below:

o R eintroduction of sand pits, cubbies and

oA
 decrease in the quality of play features

moveable objects

o T he acceptance of the need for challenging
elements and opportunities for children to
explore and test physical and emotional
boundaries

o T raditional play features such as swings

and slides are still as important as in the
past. Ensure equipment caters for children
with disabilities and younger children (e.g.
baby swings), and is not at the detriment of
providing standard equipment (e.g. swing sets
that older children can use together).

o Incorporation of multiple and different play

environments such as ‘bush rooms’, run about
areas, quiet reflective spaces and challenge
elements

o P lay environments that encourage robust

physical activity torecognise the declining
levels of physical activity in children

o P reference for manufactured play equipment
in natural and colours that blend with the
environment

o Investment by Councils in large regional and
municipal level play spaces

and environments at local play spaces. Play
Australia notes there should be a greater
emphasis on these play spaces than currently
exists. These are the play spaces children can
access independently because they are close
to home

oD
 esign that is based on universal design

principles (e.g. sand pits that can be
accessed by a range of abilities) rather than
design of play features for specific needs
(e.g. liberty swings)

o R eturn to play in unstructured or natural

environments e.g. building bush houses and
opportunities to expand play opportunities
through these environments

o B ack to nature trend to connect children with

the natural environment by integrating formal
play spaces with other playable environments
within the wider park (e.g. robust gardens,
climbable rock and log features)

o E ducational and creative elements that teach

‘understandings’ such as those relating to
numbers and letters, noise and music making,
friction and sound transmission

o Pathways that link spaces and provide

additional play and learning opportunities
relating to exploration whether on foot, on
the bike or in the wheelchair

“Can we please have
more equipment and
swings so families and
friends can spend more
time here?”
Reference: Play Space Strategy
consultation, Harcourt

“She uses mainly the
swings and she likes that
I can swing next to her”
Reference: Play Space Strategy
consultation, Castlemaine
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3. The future
3.1 T HE PRINCIPLES THAT WILL UNDERPIN THE PLANNING
OF PLAY SPACES
The following principles have guided the development of the Play Space Strategy.
PRINCIPLE 1:

PRINCIPLE 2:

Play spaces will cater for a range of different
individual and community needs.

Play spaces will contribute to the social and/or
economic wellbeing of the community.

This means we will work towards providing play
spaces that:

This means we will work towards providing play
spaces that:

o	Support children’s physical, social, cognitive and

o	comply with playground safety and design

o C ater for different play activities such as:
• climbing, swinging, tumbling, crawling
• running, bike riding, ambling
• building, creating, and
• make believe androle play
oO
 ffer different play environments such as:
• e quipment to climb through, swing on,

o	are inspected in line with agreed protocols
o	are in attractive and inviting environments
o	are easy to get to and easy to get around
o	stimulate different responses in children such

emotional development

as creativity, physical activity, learning,
spontaneity and imagining.

hang from

• n atural areas with plants for smelling, leaves
•
•

standards and guidelines

for crunching, trees for climbing and bushes
for tunneling through
sandpits and veggie gardens, and
p
 laces for running around or playing
ball games

oH
 ave the infrastructure that supports the visit to
the play space such as seating, shade, pathways
and toilets.11

PRINCIPLE 3:
Universal design principles will underpin the
planning and provision of play spaces.
This means we will work towards providing play
spaces that:

o	have play equipment and play spaces for
children of different ages and abilities

o	support needs of people caring for children
at play spaces e.g. elderly carers, parents
with prams

o	enable generations to play and share together
o	have supporting infrastructure that can be
easily accessed by children and carers e.g.
accessible toilets and seating

o	include pathways that allows easy access to
the play space and other facilities e.g. from
car parks and to toilets.

11 Provision will be consistent with the role of the site in the play space network
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

PRINCIPLE 4:
Play spaces will be planned in line with defined
environmental, community and financial criteria.
This means we will work towards providing play
spaces that:

o	will be planned and developed in line with the
role they will play in the play space network

o	have well integrated features and environments
o	are well integrated into their park land setting
o	cater for short term and longer term visits
o	address changing community needs and
aspirations about play spaces.

PRINCIPLE 5:
Play spaces will be developed and managed
in line with defined and responsible levels of
provision and maintenance.
This means we will work towards providing play
spaces that:

o	are managed in line with agreed provision
guidelines and standards

o	are regularly reviewed to ensure they address
agreed play space outcomes

o	are provided in consideration of the impact of

the whole of life costs associated with providing
a play space.

PRINCIPLE 6:
Strong and effective partnerships are needed
to achieve the community’s aspirations for play
spaces.
This means we will work towards providing play
spaces that:

o	are planned, built and managed in partnership
with the community

o	achieve play outcomes that benefit different
sectors in the community e.g. tourism,
education anddisability, and

o	complement play spaces at other sites such as
schools and state government owned parks.
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF PLAY SPACES
Play spaces will be classified according to the role
of the play space in the overall play space network.
Where there is appropriate parkland available
Council will aim to provide most households with
access to a variety of play spaces across all play
space classifications.

o t he role the play space and associated site

ow
 ill investigate opportunities associated with
schools

om
 ay consider increasing the level of provision
om
 ay consider the installation of additional
play spaces.

o t he population of the township or area
o t he proximity of the play space to the
population centre

Where this level of provision is not available
through publically accessible play spaces,12
Council:

at nearby play spaces

Generally, play spaces in township and rural
areas will be developed to a local or district level
depending on:

plays in the play space and open space network
in the township e.g. tourism, local use

o t he number of play spaces in the township/area,
and

o t he number and proximity of available play

spaces provided by other agencies e.g. schools.

Where it is proposed to decommission a play
space once it is at the end of its lifecycle,
community consultation will occur to determine
the most appropriate course of action. In some
circumstances it may be determined that it is not
appropriate to replace the play space. In this case
the aged play equipment would be removed and
the space returned to an open space setting.

12 Play spaces that do not have restrictions as to if and when they can be used
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.) 3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF PLAY SPACES (CONT.)
TABLE 2 – FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH CLASSIFICATION OF PLAY SPACE

Classification

Play space features

LOCAL PLAY SPACES
Examples of local
level play spaces:
• Taradale
• Baringhup
• Metcalfe
• Parkview Close
(Castlemaine)

Generally these play spaces:
o focus on play opportunities for younger children
o attract short-stay visits
o are within 500 metres or a comfortable 5-10 minute walk from most households
o	are used by smaller numbers of people at any one time, are small in size, and are
generally on stand alone sites that do not cater for other open space needs such
as sport or wildlife
o are generally on a site that is between 0.25 and 0.5 hectares13 in size
o will have play equipment
o will have seating, natural shade and natural landscape features suitable for play
o will have on-street car parking.

DISTRICT PLAY SPACES
Examples of
district level play
spaces:
• Maldon
• Newstead
• Harcourt
• Victory Park
(Castlemaine)

Generally these play spaces:

o	focus on play opportunities for younger children but provide some opportunities
for older children
o	are within one kilometre of most households in residential areas and may be
considered for sites in some towns
o	are on a site that is between 0.5 to 2.0 hectares in size12
o	will have play equipment, open run about areas and may have other play spaces
such as bounce-ball areas
o	will have seating, natural shade and natural landscape features suitable for play
o	opportunities for children with additional needs
o	will have social and picnic features such as picnic tables
o	will have on-street and may have off-street car parking
o	might have built shade structures
o	might have artistic/creative/heritage/cultural features e.g. carved animals,
mosaics integrated into pathways or feature walls.

12 Play spaces that do not have restrictions as to if and when they can be used
13 If appropriate open space is available
14 If appropriate open space is available
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.) 3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF PLAY SPACES (CONT.)
TABLE 2 – FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH CLASSIFICATION OF PLAY SPACE

Classification

Play space features

MUNICIPAL PLAY SPACES
Castlemaine
Botanical Gardens
* At this time it is
intended that
the play space at
the Castlemaine
Botanical
Gardens will
be the only
municipal level
play space in the
Shire.

Generally these play spaces:
o	focus on play opportunities for younger and older children with some
challenging elements for older children
o	accommodate longer visits, e.g. 1.5 hours+
o	are on a site that is larger than 2.0 hectares in size12 14 such as a major park
or recreation reserve
o	opportunities for children with additonal needs
o	will integrate:
• manufactured play equipment that supports physical and cognitive
development in children
• environments that support sensory, social and emotional development
• features that bring children into contact with nature and encourage
exploration
• interactive features e.g. sound/music making elements
• artistic/cultural/heritage features
• features that accommodate adult and child play
• additional play environments such as open run about areas, treed areas,
lakeside areas
• provide some ‘universal accessible’ play equipment and amenities.
o	will have under surfacing and pathways linking play space features and
amenities to optimise access for all abilities
o	will incorporate picnic and BBQ facilities, toilets and drinking fountains within
the play space
o	will have a unique theme or focus that links play elements, spaces and features
such as toilets and shelters
o	will have seating, natural shade and natural landscape elements as a key feature
of the play space
o	will have good provision for off-street car and bus parking
o	will be of a standard that will attract visitations from across the region and
beyond.

OTHER PUBLIC PLACES CHILDREN PLAY
The Play Space Strategy recognises that children use other play spaces in their neighbourhood. Some
of these are associated with:
o	Schools – such as playground equipment, bounce ball walls, open grassed areas and concourses and
associated features such as steps
o	Bushland and natural areas such as creeks, rock outcrops and bush areas alongside trails
o	Community gardens
o	Urban infrastructure including footpaths and steps, roads, curb and drainage features, art
installations, or commemorative memorials.

12 Play spaces that do not have restrictions as to if and when they can be used
14 If appropriate open space is available
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.3 OUR PLAY SPACE PLANNING AND DESIGN FRAMEWORK
The Play Space Planning and Design Framework
provides an overview of the type of play features
and amenities that will generally be considered for
each classification of play space. Not all features
or play environments will be provided at each site.
Rather, the type and level of provision at each site
will depend on:

o t he role the site plays in the play space network

3.3.1 Play Space Planning and Design
Framework for formal play spaces
Formal or designated play spaces are those
associated with the traditional type of play space.
That is, those associated with playgrounds or
parks that children associate with running around
(e.g. sports fields).

i.e. in terms of providing a variety of play
opportunities

o t he role the site plays in the open space network

i.e. whether the wider site is classified as ‘local’,
‘district’, or ‘municipal’

o t he proximity of other play spaces accessible to

the public, including play spaces at schools and
in parks managed by the state government

o t he role the site plays in terms of tourism and
economic development.

The Play Space Strategy recognises that children
play in formal play spaces such as playgrounds as
well as in informal play spaces such as ‘the bush’
or on dirt embankments.
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.) 3.3 OUR PLAY SPACE PLANNING AND DESIGN FRAMEWORK (CONT.)
TABLE 3 – PLAY SPACE PLANNING AND DESIGN FRAMEWORK

O Element is extremely relevant to the classification and will be considered in the design of the Play Space.
O Element is relevant to the classification and may be included in the design of the Play Space.
O Will be considered on a case by case basis
Type of features

Classification of play space
Local

District

Municipal

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

Playground i.e. the area defined largely by manufactured
playground equipment

O

O

O

Natural play features e.g. logs, clamber elements, sand pits.
(May be integrated with manufactured playground equipment)

O

O

O

Landscape areas for play e.g. hillocks, grass pathways/tunnels

O

O

O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Features for younger children
Features for older children
Features for carers/parents/families
CORE PLAY ENVIRONMENTS

PLAY SPACE ELEMENTS
Playground equipment e.g. swings, slides
Open run-about areas
Bounce ball surfaces
Bushland features
Trails e.g. for trikes and scooters / between play spaces
Interpretative features
Formal plantings / gardens
‘Digging pit’ (e.g. sand pit possibly with ‘table/bench’, water)
Artistic, heritage and cultural elements
Water features
Created environments e.g. stone creek beds
SITE AMENITIES AND FEATURES
Shade trees
Shade structures
Seating
Picnic tables and seating
Drinking fountains
Barbecues
Rubbish bins
Signage - educational (‘how to’)
– directional
– interpretive
Toilets
On-site car parking
Designated (disability) car parking and universal access to play space
Bicycle racks
Accessible pathways e.g. from car park to play ground, to play space
elements, toilets etc.

3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.3 OUR PLAY SPACE PLANNING AND DESIGN FRAMEWORK (CONT.)

3.3.2 P
 lay Space Planning and Design
Framework for natural areas
The Play Space Strategy recognises the
opportunity to take advantage of the municipality’s
rural setting and associated bushland areas.
Council will consider opportunities to incorporate
children, family play and education elements at
key natural sites and along key trails.
The purpose of play environments in natural
areas is:

o t o add diversity to the play space opportunities
available in the Shire

o t o encourage greater interaction with the
natural environment

o t o provide unstructured play and learning

environments that require different physical,
problem solving, creative and social skills to
those required and developed in the formal
play environment

o in recognition of children’s play preferences, and
o in recognition of health and wellbeing benefits
associated with play and learning in the natural
environments.15

3.3.3 Play spaces in new areas
Play spaces and associated amenities (e.g.
seating, pathways, picnic facilities) in new areas
will be planned and designed in line with the Play
Space Planning Framework. The location of play
spaces in these areas will consider opportunities
to address gaps in the play space network.
There will be an emphasis on providing a mix
of play environments including playground
equipment, and natural and landscaped play areas.

3.3.4 Assessing the play value of a play space
The Play Space Strategy recognises the need
to understand the value of the play experience
children are likely to derive from a play space. In
the past the timing of playground replacements
was generally driven by the condition of the play
equipment with minimal consideration of the
value of the play experience provided by the play
equipment.
There is now an understanding of the need to
define the value of the play experience based on
the play outcomes desired through playgrounds
and the wider play space.
The Play Space Strategy aims for play spaces
to be places where children can develop skills
and abilities in fun environments. The Play
Space Strategy proposes a guide to be used for
appraising the ‘value’ of a play space. The guide
recognises the role of the play space in the play
space network. That is, whether it provides for
local, district or municipal level play opportunities
and outcomes.
The guide includes the following:

o L evel 1 criteria provide the foundation for

creating playable areas regardless of whether
they are formal play spaces or play spaces
in natural areas. These criteria consider
the number of playable environments; the
integration of play spaces; consistency of
provision with similar play spaces and sitemonitoring/safety considerations.

o L evel 2 criteria consider the extent to which the

play space addresses children’s physical, social,
cognitive, creative and sensory development
needs as identified in the Play Space Strategy.

o L evel 3 criteria recognise other features that
“More natural,
unkempt areas with
bushes so kids can
build cubbies.”
Reference: Play Space
Strategy consultation,
Maldon Gardens

“I would like
to see natural
built landscape
across the creek for the
older kids”

make the play space a popular space. These
criteria recognise that no matter how extensive
the play opportunities associated with level 1
and 2 criteria, they will be of little consequence
if carers disregard the site because of poor
amenities such as car parking, toilets and
pathways.

Reference: Play Space
Strategy consultation,
Castlemaine

15 The Benefits for Children of Play in Nature, as cited in http://www.whitehutchinson.com/children/articles/benefits.shtml
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.4 SITE CONSIDERATIONS
3.4.1 Integration with the whole park

3.4.2 Community hubs

The Play Space Strategy recognises the need to
integrate play spaces with the wider site on which
they are located. This can be done with vegetation
and tree planting, pathways, signage and strong
visual or sight lines.

The Play Space Strategy recognises the benefits,
where practical, of co-locating play spaces with
other community infrastructure at designated
sites or community hubs. Bringing infrastructure
such as play spaces, toilets, wayside stops for
tourists and community centres together on one
site optimises opportunities for a range of different
user and visitor groups.

Integrating the play space and the site
significantly expands play opportunities,
particularly those associated with open grass
areas (chasey, ball games), bushland areas (nature
exploration, reflective activities) and sports courts
(sport activities).
If the site on which the play space exists is devoid
of other parkland features, the Play Space Strategy
recommends consideration be given to developing
additional landscape and vegetation features. This
will not only significantly extend play opportunities
at the site but it will also enhance the appeal of
the site and attract greater use.

These sites then become the focus for community
activities and events, and in turn expand the
opportunity for people to meet through structured
activities (e.g. activity group) and via unstructured
activities (e.g. picnics, play) in the park. It also
means there are a range of activity options
available at the one site, which is particularly
important for families and different age groups
visiting the site together.
In some situations it may not be possible or
appropriate to co-locate a play space with other
community infrastructure because the site is too
far away from the resident population or there is
insufficient space on a site to enable the inclusion
of a play space.
Conversely, an additional play space may be
included at a site that would not normally warrant
a play space because it is outside of residential
areas. This may be the case with a sporting ground
that is located away from the residential area
but requires a play space to cater for children of
families attending sporting events at the reserve.
Play spaces at these sites will generally not have
the same level of provision as other play spaces.
Council has recently completed the Harcourt
Township Master Plan. The master plan
recommends that a new playground be developed
and fenced because of the proximity of roads. The
Play Space Strategy supports this direction but
proposes that consideration be given to relocating
the play space to the site of the public hall and
local market. This would consolidate the public
hall site as a community social and recreation hub.
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.4 SITE CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)

3.4.3 Amenities

Seating and picnic facilities

The Play Space Strategy recognises the following
amenities will ensure play spaces are popular and
attract use by extended family and friendship
groups. The type and extent of facilities provided
will be in line with the role the play space plays
in the play space network (i.e. the Play Space
Planning Framework).

Future provision of seating should give
consideration to the location (e.g. shade, sun),
configuration (e.g. with a view to the play space)
and style of seating (e.g. back rest, hand holds)
and to ensuring seat installations cater for the
needs of children and adults.

Toilets
Toilets will generally only be provided in
conjunction with ‘district’ and municipal’ level
play spaces because they are designed to
accommodate longer visits. The proximity of toilets
to play spaces will be influenced by the need to
accommodate other activity precincts on the site.
When new toilets are installed and existing toilets
upgraded, consideration will be given to current
legislation and opportunities to enhance provision.
Shade
The Play Space Strategy recommends an increase
in shade tree plantings for protection from the sun
where it is demonstrated this can complement
existing and planned future use. The strategy also
recommends locating playgrounds near existing
shade trees.

Wherever possible play spaces will be co-located
with picnic facilities.
Pathways
The Play Space Strategy recognises the need
to consider the design needs of two types of
pathways:

o a ccess pathways that provide safe and ease of
access to and from amenities (e.g. car parks,
toilets, other park environments), and

o p athways that provide play and learning

opportunities for children such as pathways for
trikes in and around the play space

Shade structures will be considered for sites that do
not have natural shade provision and as an interim
measure as natural shade is being established.
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.5 D
 ESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
3.5.1 Australian Standards16
The following are the Australian standards relevant
to the design and management of play spaces:

o	Australian Standard (AS) 4685 2004
• P art 1 General safety requirements and test
•
•
•
•
•

methods
P
 art 2 Particular safety requirements and test
methods for swings
P
 art 3 Particular safety requirements and test
methods for slides
P
 art 4 Particular safety requirements and test
methods for runways
P
 art 5 Particular safety requirements and test
methods for carousels
P
 art 6 Particular safety requirements and test
methods for rocking equipment

o	Australian Standard (AS) / NZS 4422 1996
Playground Surfacing – Specifications ,
requirements and test method, including
amendment No. 1, 5th May 1999

o	Australian Standard (AS) / NZS 4486

1997
Playgrounds and Playground Equipment
• P art 1-Development, installation, inspection,
maintenance and operation
• A ustralian Standard (AS) / NZS 4360 2004 Risk
Management

“Well-intentioned, but
inhibiting, protection from
age-appropriate risky play could
result in more anxiety for children.
This is because they are prevented
from experiencing the gradual exposure
necessary to overcome fears that are
no longer relevant due to the child’s
development of adequate
coping skills.”
Reference: Sandseter, Kennair

3.5.2 R
 isk-benefit assessment and
management
The Play Space Strategy recognises the need
to design and manage play spaces in line
with relevant standards and guidelines. It also
recognises that opportunities for children
to develop and test their skills and abilities,
particularly physical and cognitive skills, in
outdoor environments are diminishing.
If the play space is furnished with appropriate
equipment and landscape features then it will
provide children with the opportunity to develop
these skills and associated competencies.
A number of Australian17 and international18 play
associations advocate for the reintroduction
of physically and mentally adventurous play
environments that teach children about
judgement, challenge, risk taking and
consequences.
As a result, the Play Space Strategy recognises the
need to consider a number of factors in addition to
industry standards and guidelines when designing
play spaces. It also recognises the need to avoid
treating each potential hazard with the same
degree of seriousness.
The following will be used to evaluate the risks
and benefits associated with play spaces and play
elements:

ow
 hat is the purpose of the play space, in itself
and within the play space network?

o a re there the elements and environments that
support skill and sensory development?

ow
 hat are the potential hazards associated with
this, if any?

o a re these potential hazards desirable or

acceptable because they create opportunities
for children to gain access to potential benefits?

ow
 hat is to be done about the potential hazards,

if anything, and can the hazard be reframed and
managed as a challenge?

16 New standards due for release in March 2014
17	e.g. Play Australia, Kidsafe, Benefits of Risk Taking http://www.kidsafensw.org/playground-safety/challenging-play-risky/
18	e.g. Play England / Dr. Sandseter/Leif Kennair, of the Norwegian University for Science and Technology,
www.epjournal.net – 2011. 9(2): 257-284/ Sandseter, E., Kennair, L. Children’s Risky Play from an Evolutionary
Perspective: the Anti-Phobic Effects of Thrilling Experiences. (2011). Evolutionary Psychology, Issue 9, Volume 2.
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)

3.5.3 T
 he child and adult perspective
about play
The Play Space Strategy recognises the need
to understand the play space qualities that are
important to children and which adults
commonly miss.
Adults are inclined to see the obvious – size,
colour, neatness and view play opportunities
through a narrow frame. Children see the subtlety,
detail and intrigue in their environments. They
are also more likely to see opportunities to
manipulate, maneuver and use their environment
in different ways. They are also more likely to see
the potential for challenge.
Attributes that children most value about play
and play spaces are at risk of being lost if an adult
perspective dominates the design of play elements
and play environments.
The Play Space Strategy stresses the need to
design play spaces in consideration of the child’s
perspective on play and in consideration of how
children use their different environments for play.
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The quality of a play
environment is likely to be
measured in a different way by
adults and children
Reference: Play Australia; Play Area
Development Policy for
Local Government

3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)

3.5.4 Play needs for different age groups
The following provides a summary of the play space environments that should be considered for
different age groups19.
AGE GROUP DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES

ENVIRONMENTS

0-2 YEARS

o crawling climbing in/around objects
o e njoying 1 on 1 interactions with adults and
imitating

o sensory activities
o e xploring movement – throwing, pulling,
o
o

pushing
investigating, collecting
don’t understand danger or consequences

2-5 YEARS

o chatting/talking/social activities
o group play, social and domestic play
o challenging and physical contact activities
o working through how things work
om
 astery of basic physical skills – speed,
o
o
o
o

strength, ball play
games with basic rules
activities that involve cooperation
constructing
manipulating

o
o
o
o

o mastering new and challenging skills
o taking risks
o running/walking for longer periods
o b all games that involve kicking, batting and
throwing
games with rules
energetic activity
focus on the wider world
peer group activities

8-12 YEARS

o competition, sport and energetic activity
o robust activities
o rest places

surfaces, crawling surfaces
objects to crawl over, clamber in and through
grip, holding elements for balance
objects to handle, feel and collect
objects to pull, push, operate

o level, gently sloping grassy areas
o s mooth pathways with non-abrasive surfacing
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

6-8 YEARS

o
o
o
o

o level spaces clear of hazards, soft landing

for wheeled toys
climbing frames, trees
variety of climbing, sliding, swinging equipment
landscaped features – ‘rooms’, gardens
sand, water, small slides
low growing plants private spaces for small
group
spaces to ride bikes
vegetable and herb gardens

o c limbing equipment – trapeze swings, horizontal
ladders or roman rings

o staging areas for dramatisations
o space for team games and competitions
o space and equipment for imitating ‘real work’

o flexible space for boisterous activity
o q uiet space for small or individual group
o
o
o

activities
c hallenging climbing equipment challenging
gymnastic type equipment
space for team games
space for quiet activity

19 Play Australia; Play Needs of Children Information Sheet
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3.5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)

3.5.5 Universal design
The Play Space Strategy recognises the need to
plan and design play spaces in line with ‘universal
design’ principles. This approach optimises
opportunities for children and carers with
different levels of ability to access play spaces
and associated amenities across the play space
network.
The following are examples of universal design
opportunities that will be considered when
planning new play spaces or upgrading existing
play spaces:

o C ar parking – Size and layout of car parking

areas that allows easy access to and from cars
for people with disabilities or mobility aids,
carers with children and prams, families with
picnic equipment.

o
o

Transport – Enhancing of opportunities to
access play spaces by public transport.
Pathways – Pathways to and around the play
space with surfaces that enable ease of access
to toilets, picnic facilities and to different play
environments.

o P hysical barriers such as road crossings

and rail lines and strategies to minimise these
barriers.

o

Surveillance and monitoring – Playgrounds
that are located in open sites with equipment
configurations and landscaping that enables
good surveillance (e.g. good sightlines
from within and from outside the site) and
monitoring of children.

o S eating, table and BBQ facilities that

accommodate a range of access needs e.g.
wheelchair accessible tables, seats with back
and arm rests.

o O
 pportunities to cater for the additional needs
that may be associated with areas of social
and economic hardship.

o D
 irectional and distance signage along

travel routes to play spaces that encourages
independent travel.

o

Information – Easy to access information
about the location of play spaces and the
opportunities available.

o P lay equipment and wider park

environments that provide alternative play
opportunities for children of different ages,
abilities (e.g. physical ability) and with different
needs (e.g. quiet play).

“With today’s emphasis
on mainstreaming disabled
individuals and getting the most
cost effective outcome, separate
playgrounds for the disabled are
generally unnecessary and not
financially responsible.”
Reference: Play Australia, Access and
Facilities Paper
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.5 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)

3.5.6 Fences

3.5.7 Surfaces in play spaces

Council aims to minimise fencing in parks in
order to maintain open park environments, allow
parkland areas and activities to flow from one area
to another and to minimise visual ‘clutter’ that
detracts from the natural appeal of a park.

There are a number of under surfacing options
that can be considered for play spaces, in
particular playgrounds. The following summarise
the type of factors that will be considered when
determining the type of under surfacing for play
spaces:

Generally play spaces will be designed and sited to
minimise the need for fencing. Instead, preference
will be given to using landscaping and vegetation
plantings to designate play space environments.
Play Australia recognises the benefits of
unrestricted play spaces that encourage children
into different environments and stimulate different
types of play. Play Australia also recognises
the responsibility of parents and carers when
looking after children in the play space and that
fencing can encourage an inattention to these
responsibilities.
20

Council does however recognise there may be
occasions where full or part fencing of play spaces
is required for safety but this will generally only be if:

o t here is a need to separate the play space from

o r elevant Australian standards
o p lay outcomes desired (e.g. rubberised and

grass surfaces provide opportunities for
children under 2, loose matter provides play
and tactile opportunities for older children)

o e nvironmental and amenity outcomes desired
e.g. natural vs. constructed

o t he role of the play space in providing for
children or carers with disabilities

o s ite topography, soil conditions and vegetation
o t he vulnerability of the site to vandalism
o c ost of installation, maintenance and
replacement.

other activities on the site e.g. off-leash dog
activities, bicycle trails

o if the play space has to be located close to

a road or car park because there is no other
option on the site

o if the play space is specifically designed to cater
for children with additional needs

o if the play ground component of the play

space is so large that children cannot be easily
monitored from a vantage point.

“There is a need for a wide
variety of playing surfaces to
be available to children, and that
every setting should be assessed
according to the needs of the children,
the diversity of play experiences
available to the children; and, the
availability of materials.”
Reference: Play Australia, Ground Surfacing
in Outdoor Play Areas Info Sheet

A major disadvantage of
fencing a play space from
the rest of a park is that it
limits where play activities can
take place, or effectively ‘cages’
play into a contained space.
Reference: Play Australia

20 Reference: PRAV Information Sheet – Fencing and Lockable Gates
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.6 MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
3.6.1 Enhancing overall provision
The Play Space Strategy will assist Council to
identify opportunities to enhance play space
environments across the Shire. Council recognises
that play spaces are a highly valued asset
especially because of the social and physical
benefits they offer. Therefore Council will consider
opportunities:

o
o
o
o
o
o

t o enhance play equipment in order to increase
the play value associated with equipment
installations
t o integrate other playable environments with
the playground
t o address gaps in the play space network in
terms of the number of play spaces and the
type of play opportunities associated with play
space sites
t o enhance the attractiveness of the play space
environment through landscaping, tree planting
and ground cover
t o enhance amenities that cater for families
and carers of children21
t o enhance the wider park environments so that
the park in itself becomes a focus for family
activities.

3.6.2 Asset management
The Play Space Strategy identifies the need to plan
and manage play spaces in line with recognised
asset management procedures and information
management systems. This will ensure that all
information about play spaces is recorded and
updated in line with agreed protocols. Importantly
this will provide the information required to
accurately budget for play space upgrades and
renewals in line with the framework established in
the Play Space Strategy.
Council is committed to planning and managing
play spaces in line with responsible asset planning
and management protocols that take into account:

o

o
o
o
o
o

 he cost of renewing play spaces when they
T
have reached the end of their useful life.
 he cost associated with upgrading play
T
spaces.
 he costs associated with developing and
T
maintaining the landscape associated with
play spaces.
 he cost of providing and maintaining
T
amenities such as toilets and shelters
associated with play spaces.
Value for money.

3.6.3 Dogs and play spaces
The Play Space Strategy acknowledges that dogs
are an important part of many households and
residents often want to take the pet dog on the
family visit to the park. Council has to consider the
needs of all park users including those individuals
and families that do not want to have contact with
dogs during their visit to the park.
Council has orders made under Section 26 of the
Domestic Animal Act 1994 and requires dogs to be
under effective control by means of a chain, cord
or leash in designated areas. Council does not
have any specific requirements relating to dogs
in and near play spaces. The Play Space Strategy
recommends the following:

o
o

t hat dogs be required to on a leash within 50
metres of a play space
t hat dogs not be allowed within the boundaries
of a playground.

These requirements recognise that dogs can
behave differently when they are in public places.
This is particularly the case when they are in
unfamiliar places and where there are unfamiliar
people, animals and noise. Children’s excited and
erratic movement and high-pitched squeals can
be intimidating to dogs and can result in defensive
reactions and behaviours. Similarly, the boisterous
nature of a dog can be intimidating to children.

 he cost of maintaining play spaces over their
T
life. This includes the cost of replacing aged
equipment or components, maintenance
inspections, replenishing under surfacing and
general maintenance such as mowing.

21 will relate to the classification of the park or play space
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.6 MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.)

3.6.4 Carer responsibilities

3.6.5 Information

The Play Space Strategy emphasises the
responsibility of parents and carers to ensure
children:

Play Australia highlights the importance of
providing information that enhances the
community’s awareness of play opportunities
and the benefits of play, encourages children and
families to use play spaces together and provides
information to carers of children about their
responsibility to ensure children are adequately
monitored in play spaces.

o
o
o
o

 re supervised by an adult carer when playing
a
in any public environment, including a park or
play space
 ave the requisite skills and experience to
h
enable them to play in a public environment,
including a park or play space
use equipment appropriately and responsibly
 re of an appropriate age and have the relevant
a
skills and experience if they are permitted to
attend play spaces independently of carers.

The Play Space Strategy recommends the
following information be developed and
distributed via Council’s website and through
relevant community information channels:

o

In support of this, Council will provide a diversity
of play environments in line with the Play Space
Planning Framework that:

o

o

o

o

 rovides the opportunity for children to learn
P
new skills and progressively develop age related
skills. This may include challenge, adventure
play, sensory play etc.
 rovides different levels of challenge that carers
P
and parents can choose to introduce children to
as children develop, or alternatively so they can
develop the new skills under supervision.

o
o

t he location of play spaces in Mount Alexander
Shire
t he type of play equipment and other play
features (e.g. sports oval, trails) available at
the site
t he range of social amenities (e.g. toilets,
facilities for people with disabilities) available
at the site
t he key age and ability levels the play space
provides for
c arer responsibilities including supervision
of children.
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3. THE FUTURE (CONT.)

3.7 DECOMMISSIONING AND RELOCATION OF PLAY SPACES
Council will consider the decommissioning of play
spaces at the end of their useful life:

o
o
o

I n areas where the population of the
immediate area is small, has declined, or if the
demographic profile has changed so that play
spaces are no longer relevant.
I f the number of people that use the site for
other activities and the frequency of use has
declined (e.g. for sport or indoor activities in a
hall on the site).

Council will engage with the local community
before a play space is decommissioned. If a play
space is decommissioned the area will be retained
as public open space.
Council will also consider the relocation of play
spaces, particularly where there are benefits
associated with co-locating play spaces with
other community infrastructure, where there is an
opportunity to locate a play space away from roads
and where there are other benefits.

I f an alternative play space has been created or
upgraded within the catchment to provide more
enhanced play opportunities. This will be in line
with the Play Space Planning Framework.
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4. How we prepared the
play space strategy
4.1 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

4.2 CONSULTATION

Council has prepared a number of service planning
documents that are relevant to the Play Space
Strategy. These documents include the Council
Plan, the Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing
Plan and the Disability Action Plan.

The Play Space Strategy was prepared following
consultation with children, families, carers and
consultation and research included:

The Play Space Strategy recognises the need to
design public spaces, including play spaces, in line
with industry best practice criteria such as those
included in Healthy Spaces and Places22, Healthy
by Design23, The Good Play Space Guide24 and
Blueprint for Active Australia.25
It also recognises:

o an online community survey
o interviews and surveys conducted at 3 play

spaces - Castlemaine Botanical Gardens
municipal play space, Maldon Gardens and
Harcourt play space

o workshops with Council staff and the project
management group.

o review of industry open space and play space
planning and design reference documents.

o State and Federal Government legislation

including the Disability and Discrimination
Act, 1992

o The United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child26

‘Every child has the right to rest and leisure,
to engage in play and recreational activities
appropriate to the age of the child and to
participate freely in cultural life and the
arts.’

o The UNICEF Child Friendly Cities
Initiative27

‘A child friendly city is a city committed to
fulfilling children’s rights, including their
right to protection, to influence decisionmaking, to self-expression, to services and

amenities, to family and community, to
safe and clean environments and their
right to be an ‘equal’ citizen.’

22 Healthy Spaces and Places: A National Guide to Designing Places for Healthy Living; Heart Foundation, 2009
23 Healthy by Design: A Planner’s Guide to Environments for Active Living; Heart Foundation, 2004
24 The Good Play Space Guide, Play Australia, 2007
25 Blueprint for an Active Australia, 2010-2013, heart Foundation, 2009
26 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child – Article 31
27 emanated from the Convention of the Rights of the Child
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5. I mplementing and
reviewing the play
space strategy
Council’s Recreation Services Team will be responsible for overseeing the review and implementation
of the Play Space Strategy. The successful implementation of the strategy will require the involvement
of a number of Council departments. This will ensure:

o the planning, design and management of play spaces is consistent with the Play Space
Planning Framework

o the necessary asset management systems and protocols are developed and monitored.
The following table highlights the Council departments that will be involved in the planning and
management of play spaces.
Council
department/unit

Role of the unit/department in managing play spaces

Recreation

o
o
o

Infrastructure

o E stablishing systems and protocols to ensure information about play spaces
o
o
o

Parks and Gardens

is recorded and updated
Developing and managing centralised play space asset data base
Managing asset audit and inspection program
Project management – asset renewal and upgrade.

o Ensuring compliance with relevant standards
o S taff training, particularly as it relates to skills and knowledge about play
o
o

Finance

Monitoring and reporting against key implementation criteria
Community consultation relating to play space renewal and upgrade works
Project liaison.

space inspections
Inspecting play spaces and ensuring information is transferred to the central
play space asset data base, once it is established
Play space maintenance and rectification works.

o E stablishing and maintaining integrated financial management and reporting
systems relevant to play spaces.
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5. I MPLEMENTING AND REVIEWING THE PLAY SPACE STRATEGY (CONT.)

5.1 C
 HALLENGES ASSOCIATED
WITH IMPLEMENTING THE
PLAY SPACE STRATEGY

5.2 WHAT WILL INFLUENCE
DEVELOPMENT
PRIORITIES

The Play Space Strategy has identified a number
of challenges that will have to be addressed if
Council and community aspirations for play spaces
are to be achieved.

Play space renewal and upgrade priorities will be
in line with the Play Space Planning Framework
and will be influenced by:

These challenges relate to:

o developing fully integrated play space asset
management systems and procedures

o the cost of renewing, upgrading and

maintaining play spaces over their life and in
line with the proposed Play Space Planning
Framework

o replacement of outdated play equipment
o enhancing the quality of play experiences

through good play space design, by integrating
additional play space environments and
applying universal design principles

o enhancing visitor amenities such as seating,
shade, picnic facilities and car parking
associated with play spaces

o providing information about play spaces (online
and in hard copy)

o ensuring a fair and equitable distribution of play
spaces across the Shire and addressing issues
of over-supply in some areas and under-supply
in others

o establishing a hierarchy of play spaces that

provide a variety of destinations for short and
extended visits

o strategies to address gaps in the play space
network (Castlemaine).

o the need to address risk management issues
o the need to address gaps in the supply of
play spaces

o the need to enhance the quality and variety
of play spaces in the play space network

o the type and extent of play and other social
and park benefits likely to be achieved

o the level of use of the play space and associated
site and amenities

o opportunities to improve the attractiveness
of play spaces.

5.3 I NVOLVEMENT BY
COMMUNITY
The Play Space Strategy acknowledges the
level to which communities in Mount Alexander
are involved in enhancing recreation and open
space facilities, including play spaces. Council is
committed to working with local communities
to optimise the incorporation of local themes,
history and character in the design of individual
play spaces.
Council will provide the opportunity for residents
and community groups to be involved in the
planning of local play spaces, in line with the Play
Space Planning Framework and in relation to:

o selection of play equipment and integration
with the park landscape

o design of landscapes and the integration
of natural play features

o replacement of play equipment or natural
play elements

o selection and siting of amenities such as
seats and tables

o opportunities to increase awareness of play
spaces and the benefit of play for children.
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6. Recommendations
The following recommendations respond to issues and opportunities identified in the Play Space Strategy
Time
frame Responsibility

Action

Budget

S: Short term – 1-2 years M: Medium term – 3-4 years L: Long term 4+ A: Annual O: Ongoing
Asset Management

• P arks and Gardens Unit
• Infrastructure

To be
determined

• Infrastructure

As part of
operating
budget

Review the maintenance priorities identified in
the Play Space Asset Audit (November 2013)
and prepare a budget to address identified
maintenance requirements.

S

Establish a centralised information database,
integrated systems and protocols to ensure
information about play spaces is recorded
accurately and effectively.

S

3.

Undertake an external annual audit of
playgrounds to review condition.

A

• R ecreation

$5,000
(external)

4.

Consider using an Asset Renewal system for
the recording of all information about the
condition of play spaces.

S

• Infrastructure

As part of
operating
budget

Establish a staff training and development
program for all staff involved in the
management (i.e. planning, development,
maintenance) and promotion of play spaces
with a particular focus on ensuring:
o parks maintenance staff are appropriately
qualified/informed for the tasks they
perform
o all Council staff are regularly informed about
the play space planning and development
outcomes being targeted and how they are
to be achieved.

A

• P arks and Gardens Unit
• Infrastructure

As part of
staff training
budget

1.

2.

5.

Department

•

Department
Information Technology

Department

Department
•O
 rganisation
Development
(This should involve
staff from all Council
departments including
Recreation, Parks
and Gardens, Asset
Management, Children’s
Service Planning)
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS (CONT.)

Action

Time
frame Responsibility

Budget

S: Short term – 1-2 years M: Medium term – 3-4 years L: Long term 4+ A: Annual O: Ongoing
Play Space Planning and Development

• Infrastructure

As part of
operating
Department
R
 ecreation Services Team budget

Adopt the Classification Framework for play
spaces and the associated Planning and
Design Framework as proposed in the Play
Space Strategy.

S

7.

Develop detailed ‘play value’ assessment
criteria that will be used to assess the quality
of play opportunities at all play spaces.

S

• R ecreation Services Team

As part of
operating
budget

8.

Assess the play value of each play space and
integrate this with playground condition
information to determine the play space
renewal and upgrade program.

S

• R ecreation Services Team

As part of
operating
budget

9.

Consider opportunities to address gaps in
play space provision (Castlemaine) and where
it may be appropriate to decommission play
spaces at the end of their life.

O

• R ecreation Services Team

As part of
operating
budget

10.

Prepare a site plan and determine costs
associated with relocating the Stanley Park
Play Space (Harcourt) to the Public Hall site.
(*In line with the Harcourt Township Master
Plan proposal)

S

• R ecreation Services Team
• E conomic and Tourism

TBD

Implement the play space renewal and
upgrade program in line with the play space
strategy.

S-L

• R ecreation Services Team

As per
program
schedule

M

• R ecreation Services Team
• Information Technology
• C ommunications/Media

If additional
assistance
required

6.

11.

•

Unit

Promotion of play spaces
12.

Consider opportunities to provide information
about:
o existing play spaces and the opportunities
and features associated with them
o play in natural and informal play
environments.
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7. Appendices
APPENDIX 1: PLAY SPACES IN MOUNT ALEXANDER –
CURRENT AND FUTURE PROPOSED CLASSIFICATIONS
No.

Park No. Reserve

Classification
Now

Proposed
Future

1.

23

Barfold

Barfold Hall

L

L

2.

16

Baringhup

Baringhup Hall

L

L

3.

9

Campbells Creek

Recreation Reserve

L

L

4.

7

Campbells Creek

Community Park

D

D

5.

8

Campbells Creek

Community Centre

L

L

6.

1

Castlemaine

Castlemaine Botanical Gardens

M

M

7.

2

Castlemaine

Morrissey Reserve

L

L

8.

6

Castlemaine

Norwood Hill Recreation Reserve

D

D

9.

3

Castlemaine

Parkview Close Reserve

L

L

10.

4

Castlemaine

Victory Park

L

D

11.

18

Chewton

Memorial Park

L

L

12.

28

Elphinstone

Recreation Reserve

L

L

13.

29

Elphinstone

Sawpit Gully Recreation Reserve

L

L

14.

19

Fryerstown

Public Park

L

L

15.

10

Guildford

Big Tree Park

L

L

16.

26

Harcourt

Stanley Park

L

D

17.

27

Harcourt

Leisure Centre

L

L

18.

11

Newstead

Memorial Reserve

L

L

19.

12

Newstead

Newstead Park

D

D

20.

14

Maldon

Maldon Gardens

D

D

21.

22

Metcalfe

Recreation Reserve

D

D

22.

17

Muckleford North

Recreation Reserve

L

L

23.

24

Sutton Grange

Hall

L

L

24.

20

Taradale

Mineral Springs

L

D

25.

21

Taradale

Recreation Reserve

L

L
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

APPENDIX 2 - SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESPONSES
Q1. HOW IMPORTANT ARE PLAY SPACES
Answer Options

Response Percent

1 not important

2.4%

2

0.0%

3

0.0%

4

17.1%

5 very important

80.5%

Q2. WHY DO YOU THINK PLAYGROUNDS ARE IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN?
PART 1. Answer Options

Very
Important
Not
important
benefit
important
benefit

They teach children how to entertain themselves

18

22

1

Children learn about risk taking

22

18

1

Children learn to share and get on with others

28

12

1

They encourage children to investigate

28

12

1

They teach children that it is ok to get dirty hands and clothes

23

15

3

They encourage children to be active and learn physical skills

34

7

0

They help children understand their limitations

21

18

2

They encourage children to be creative and use their imagination

26

13

2

They encourage children to interact with nature

26

13

2

They are where children have fun

28

12

1

Children learn about actions and outcomes of their actions

19

19

3

The inspire conversation after children have left the playground

16

19

6

They are places where children play with other children,
grandparents and make new friends

26

14

1
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q2. WHY DO YOU THINK PLAYGROUNDS ARE IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN?
PART 2. Another reason why play spaces are important?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

I t is a public gathering place - for impromptu picnics as well as organised birthday parties. Not
everyone wants a load of high-energy kids at their house for a party. A park with a playground is
a great way to gets the kids to burn off energy as well as allow a large gathering.
Allows kids to just be kids, to problem solve and use their own resources in a safe environment.
They are places where the community can come together, meet and socialise.
 hey are a local space to take children, that you can get to by walking or riding and a local
T
meeting place.
To get fit and healthy. Promotes a community gathering place.
 o bring a community together. To have a meeting place for parents and children. For Harcourt,
T
it could help lure people to visit our town and utilise our resources. To encourage children to
safely explore their environment. To promote a healthy lifestyle for children and families with
different abilities.
 lay spaces as structured areas for children to play in are important. There are magnificent and
P
accessible natural spaces all over the Shire. Bushwalking, hiking, bike riding, rock climbing, bird
watching, lake swimming, playing on riverbanks and in rivers, paddling in creeks and exploring
mining areas, are all available at no cost to ratepayers. Please do not construct a “natural” play space.
 hey bring new families to the area by demonstrating that this is a community that cares about
T
children and families. Therefore they are crucial to town growth.
 lay, especially free play, which has so many benefits has become less important at school,
P
especially in upper primary.
 t times, provide some time out for parent to sit and contemplate the universe whilst the child
A
is occupied.
I t’s a shared space is important for children in a neighbourhood to interact and socialise with
each other on neutral ground. Also similarly it’s a place for local parents or carers to interact with
each other.
I t is also a place where they can play with their parents and if in a split family it does help with
forming a bond with that guardian.
A destination for residents and visitors with children
Just a space for children to be themselves
 well designed play space can be used as a meeting place for family and friends to get together, at
A
Christmas parties, birthday parties and reunions
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q3. WHAT PLAY FEATURES ARE IMPORTANT FOR YOU IN A PLAY SPACE?
Answer Options

Very
Important
Not
Not sure
important
important

Things like sand pits

9

17

14

1

Things children can climb on, up and over

36

5

0

0

Wizzy and spinning things

10

23

8

0

Things like sound tubes, music stations and things
for making noise and music

16

19

6

0

Water to play with

5

19

15

2

Swings for swinging alone and basket swings for
friends to share

24

14

2

1

Grass areas where children can run around or roll
down hills

28

9

4

0

Spaces where children can be quiet

8

15

17

1

Bushes and grasses where children can crawl and
hide and smell different things

20

15

6

0

A place where children can plant things and watch
them grow

10

16

14

1

Tracks that children can ride scooters or trikes around

25

12

4

0

Grass areas where toddlers can crawl

23

14

4

0

Rocks and logs that children can climb and walk on

27

13

1

0

Shallow ponds or mud holes children can make
mud pies in

13

16

12

0

Twigs and branches children can build cubby houses
out of

14

14

12

1

Things like a maze and other hidey places

26

10

4

1

Places to encourage make believe and story telling

24

10

6

1

Play things made out of natural materials

21

15

5

0

Lots of colourful equipment that stands out

4

10

25

2

Natural colours that are calm and blend with the
environment

11

21

8

1

Things that kids of all abilities can use

29

11

1

0
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q4. WHAT OTHER THINGS MAKE A PLAY SPACE A GREAT PLACE TO VISIT?
PART 1. Answer Options

Very
Important
important

Not sure

Natural shade areas and attractive landscaping

31

8

2

Built shade shelters

17

22

2

Comfortable seating

22

17

2

Seating close to play spaces

33

6

2

Picnic tables

23

17

1

Fully fenced playgrounds

14

13

14

Spacious car parking spaces that are close to play areas

11

25

5

Footpaths that lead to play spaces

21

14

6

Play spaces that are not muddy or dusty

9

17

15

Water for drinking

32

8

1

Play spaces that are open and can be seen from adjoining streets
and houses

13

21

7

Toilets

30

10

1

A fence to provide a barrier between a road/car park and the
playground

30

7

4

Play spaces that allow adults to play with children

24

15

2

Well maintained grass areas

18

19

4
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q4. WHAT OTHER THINGS MAKE A PLAY SPACE A GREAT PLACE TO VISIT?
PART 2. Other things that make a good play space

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A separate fully fenced are for younger ones with equipment specific for younger abilities
BBQ facilities to enjoy picnics and parties
 ot everyone has a Size 10 bottom to be able to fit on a piece of play equipment to enjoy the time
N
with their children/grandchildren
a playground or skate park for older children not just little kids
 lay/Outdoor spaces that cover a wide range of age groups, so there is something for the younger
P
children as well as the older children and adults.
activities for all ages like a flying fox or exercise stations for teens and adults.
 BQ facility. Power can be accessed. Lighting for safety and security. To cater for all ages and
B
abilities, especially for those who are disabled. Bubble taps. Multi use area ... say a stage area or
concerts etc...
 quipment that is accessible for all abilities, also equipment where older children and adults can
E
join in, that are open to interpretive play
Barbequing facilities
Barbeques nearby
 lay areas that are suitable for the “tweenies” i.e. 8 years up to early teenage years. It is hard to
P
find suitable and engaging play areas for this age of kids. In my experience they love to run and play
chasey and love to kick a footy or shoot a few hoops.
 lease note I’ve ticked the ‘not sure’ in the section above because there isn’t a ‘not important’ box.
P
I believe all the ones I’ve chosen ‘not sure’ are not important. Ta.
Bike racks
f encing required only to keep children and cars separated. Fences should be interesting not just
standard play fences
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q5. AGREE/DISAGREE STATEMENTS
Answer Options

Agree
strongly

Agree

Playgrounds are places where children should
have the opportunity to connect with nature

17

18

4

0

2

Natural and creatively landscaped areas should
be incorporated into play spaces

19

19

2

0

1

In parks, children need play equipment in order
to have fun

3

17

19

1

1

There are lots of places kids can play, not just
playgrounds

15

22

3

1

0

Adults have forgotten how to play with their
children

3

13

17

7

1

Children don’t know how to play any more

1

9

18

11

2

The family dog should be allowed near play
spaces as long as they are on a short lead and
well behaved

5

17

9

7

3

A play space does not necessarily have to include
manufactured play equipment

12

21

6

1

1

It would be good to have information about
creative play ideas for the outdoors

11

21

6

0

3

Play spaces in the Shire are inspiring places to go

3

23

6

1

8

Play spaces have to be big to be good

1

4

33

2

1

Dogs should not be allowed any closer than
50 metres to a play space, even if they are on
a short lead

6

6

18

8

3

It would be good to have ‘play stops’ along some
of the Shire’s walking trails

6

26

3

0

6

The Shire’s play spaces are well maintained

5

23

7

1

5

The Shire’s play spaces measure up to the
community’s expectations

3

14

11

1

12

Generally, I would rate the Shire’s play spaces a
5 or less

2

5

26

0

8

Generally, I would rate the Shire’s play spaces a
6 or more

5

21

4

3

8

Children shouldn’t get dirty when they go to
play spaces

0

0

20

19

2

People should not be allowed to smoke in or
around playgrounds

25

9

4

3

0

Kids should be encouraged to play in different
places not just playgrounds

21

17

2

0

1
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Disagree Disagree Unsure/
strongly
don’t
know

7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q6. WHO ARE THE CHILDREN YOU CURRENTLY HAVE MOST TO DO WITH?
Answer Options

Response Percent

They are my children/step children/ foster children

73.2%

They are my grandchildren

4.9%

They are other family members

12.2%

They are my friends’ or neighbours’ children

7.3%

I don’t have much to do with children now

0.0%

Q7. ABOUT THE CHILDREN YOU CURRENTLY HAVE THE MOST TO DO WITH.
WHO DO THESE CHILDREN MOSTLY GO TO THE PLAYGROUND OR PARK WITH?
Answer Options

Mostly

Occasionally

Rarely

Never

Unsure/not
relevant to
me

On their own

1

6

3

28

3

Their friends

4

19

3

11

4

Their grandparents

6

22

6

4

3

Their family /parents /
carers / guardians

30

7

0

1

3

Other family members

11

14

2

9

5

Their dog

2

10

4

12

13

Friends or neighbours

2

20

7

8

4

Q8. HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES TO YOU?
Answer Options

Very
important

Important

Not
important

Unsure

Playgrounds

27

12

2

0

Sports fields

19

19

3

0

Bush tracks

25

13

3

0

Sealed trails

13

14

12

2

Parks generally

27

14

0

0

Footpaths

17

20

4

0

Toilets that are open

28

13

0

0

Indoor social spaces

10

16

13

2

Natural vegetation and wildlife areas

26

11

3

1

Sporting pavilions

14

17

10

0
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q9. HOW WOULD YOU RATETHE STANDARD OF PROVISION FOR THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES
IN THE SHIRE?
Answer Options

Good

Average

Poor

Unsure

Playgrounds

27

11

0

3

Sports fields

14

20

1

6

Bush tracks

19

17

1

4

Sealed trails

7

20

5

9

Parks generally

23

16

2

0

Footpaths

6

19

15

1

Toilets that are open

15

19

6

1

Indoor social spaces

3

12

16

10

Natural vegetation and wildlife areas

17

19

2

3

Sporting pavilions

5

20

7

9

Q10. WHAT AGE GROUPS SHOULD WE FOCUS ON AS A PRIORITY WHEN WE PLAN AND BUILD
PLAY SPACES?
Answer Options

Highest
priority

Medium
priority

Lowest
priority

Unsure

Play spaces that cater for 0-2 year olds

8

23

8

2

Play spaces that cater for 3-4 year olds

20

15

4

2

Play spaces that cater for 5-7 year olds

25

12

2

2

Play spaces that cater for 8-12 year olds

20

17

1

3

Play spaces that cater for teenagers

17

10

11

3

Q11. ABOUT THE CHILDREN YOU HAVE MOST TO DO WITH. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PLAY
SPACE LOCATIONS DO YOU FEEL MOST COMFORTABLE LETTING THEM GO ALONE?
Answer Options

Comfortable

Not
comfortable

Unsure/not
relevant to
me

A play space that is located up to 500 metres from home

14

15

12

A play space that is located between 500 metres and
1 kilometre from home

9

18

14

A play space that is located more than 1 kilometre
from home

4

24

13

A play space where they have to cross a busy road

1

29

11

On an open site that can be easily observed by local
residents and passing traffic

15

14

12

A site where there are lots of people

15

14

12

At the local sporting reserve

16

14

11

Near the shopping centre/precinct

12

18

11
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q12. ABOUT THE CHILDREN YOU HAVE MOST TO DO WITH WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
PLAYGROUNDS DO THEY USE THE MOST?
PART 1. Answer Options

Use a lot

Use occasionally

Barfold Hall playground

0

1

Baringhup Hall playground

0

1

Big Tree Park playground

0

4

Campbells Creek Community Centre playground

0

6

Campbells Creek Recreation Reserve playground

1

5

Castlemaine Botanic Gardens playground

26

12

Castlemaine Botanic Gardens – woodland/bush areas

19

10

Chewton Soldiers Memorial Park playground

2

4

Elphinstone Recreation Reserve playground

1

2

Fryerstown Public Park playground

1

3

Harcourt Recreation Reserve playground

6

8

Harvourt Stanley Park playground

4

2

Maldon Gardens playground

1

5

Metcalfe Recreation Reserve playground

0

2

Morrissey Reserve playground

0

4

Muckleford Cricket Ground playground

1

1

Newstead Memorial Reserve playground

1

6

Newstead Park playground

2

6

Norwood Hill Recreation Reserve playground

0

2

Parkview Close Reserve playground

0

1

Saw Pit Gully Reserve playground

1

2

Sutton Grange Hall playground

0

3

Taradale Recreation Reserve playground

0

2

Taradale Mineral Springs playground

2

3

Victory Park playground

10

17
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q12. ABOUT THE CHILDREN YOU HAVE MOST TO DO WITH WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
PLAYGROUNDS DO THEY USE THE MOST?
PART 2. Other places?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Vaughan Springs
We roll down the hill at Buda
we go to the new Campbells Creek park we go for walks and collect things on trails
 e also go to sky dancers cause it is fenced in and you can get a coffee and then explore the
w
nursery area
What is happening with the taped up playground at Harcourt where the BBQ’S are.
 here’s another playground in Harcourt, opposite the shop that we go to (when it’s not covered
T
in bunting). It’s in Stanley Park.
Swan Hill playground.
Harcourt Oak forest
The Oakies at Harcourt. The lake in Bendigo. Woodend park. Mum said it’s the best around.
 e use the oak forest Harcourt, the old koala park Harcourt, Woodend play ground – it’s well worth
W
the drive. Bendigo Rosalind Park, Bendigo Lake Weeroona. The best playground we have ever been
to was the Lake Macquarie variety playground. Have a look at the link ... I know I am dreaming! But it
would put Harcourt on the map for families. Http://www.lakemac.com.au/variety-playground
Any bushes/natural land they can find i.e. Old goldfields
Building cubby huts in the bushlands to the east of Castlemaine (Kalimna) Golf Course bush areas
Wesley Hill ovals
Malmsbury or Kyneton
The natural forest areas of the Shire
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q13. ABOUT THE CHILDREN YOU HAVE MOST TO DO WITH. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
SCHOOLS DO THEY USE TO PLAY OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL HOURS?
Answer Options

Use a lot

Use occasionally

Baringhup Primary School

0

0

Campbells Creek Primary School

0

1

Guildford Primary School

0

0

Castlemaine Primary School

2

5

Castlemaine Secondary College

3

1

Castlemaine Steiner School

0

0

North Primary School

1

1

Castlemaine Winters Flat Primary School

1

4

Chewton Primary School

2

0

Elphinstone Primary School

0

0

Harcourt Valley Primary School

6

3

Langley Primary School

0

0

Maldon Primary School

0

0

Newstead Primary School

0

0

Olivet Christian College

1

0

Redesdale Primary School

0

0

St Marys Catholic Primary School

0

0

Taradale Primary School

0

0

Yandoit Primary School

0

0

Yapeen Primary School

0

0

Q14. PLEASE TELL US WHICH AGE GROUP
YOU FIT INTO
Answer
Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

Under 15

4.9%

2

15-20

4.9%

2

20-30

2.4%

1

30-40

36.6%

15

40-50

39.0%

16

50-60

9.8%

4

60-70

2.4%

1

70+

0.0%

0

Q15. ARE YOU MALE OR FEMALE?
Answer
Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

Male

14.6%

6

Female

85.4%

35
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7. APPENDICES (CONT.)

Q16. ARE THERE ANY OTHER MATTERS YOU THINK WE SHOULD CONSIDER AS PART OF THIS
PROJECT? PLEASE TELL US HERE...

o
o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o
o
o

o

We are very lucky to have great community facilities. Thanks.
 reative kinetic play spaces, things that react to movement play spaces to collect things and
C
contribute to something – a pile? A moving work?
 ave a look at some of the really good playgrounds e.g. SPC playground at near Shepparton. Lots of
H
local businesses supported it and it’s relevant to the community. Flemington Road, North Melbourne
(small but good) Near the Royal Children’s Hospital Sorrento park – a fantastic fort. Even Lake
Weroona in Bendigo’s is really good. Not all playgrounds need to have the same things. If there was
one really good one for e.g. climbing, we go there sometimes. But, other than the Botanical Gardens
playground, I find them all much of a muchness and not worth travelling to.
 t Harcourt were the old slip way was that has just been dug up, I think it would be a grate space to
a
put a concrete skate park and move the dirt jumps there so it would be all combined as one. It would
get used by all the kids in Harcourt a lot. I think this spot would be a good visible airier to the passing
traffic and local community, including a bubble tap would be great. :) Also an area where you can
have dogs!
Walking trails with fitness stops, preferably that link the community.
I would like to see something else for teens and adults like an outdoor fitness/exercise station type of
thing. Living out of town, it is hard and expensive to pay for a gym membership. We have many clubs
that use the Harcourt Recreation Reserve and I reckon that if you put an outdoor exercise station in the
carpark area near the tennis courts and toilets and then make more parking at the rear of the building.
I will start with the lack of adequate information to the relevant people for the meetings about the
play space. I did a quick shout out to local families on Facebook on Saturday night after visiting
our local general store. No email to the local school, kinder, playground, progress group. I attended
the meeting with the Harcourt After the Bypass Group and was told we would be included in the
consultation. How do you expect to get accurate information from the community if they are
unaware of items up for consideration? Secondly, I was unable to attend the meeting today, however
my husband attended. He informed me that Harcourt’s open play space was scheduled for the next
financial year. What is the budget? I was lead to believe that there was money from after the bypass
for open spaces and beautification? Is there an opportunity for the community to generate further
money like Woodend did for their wonderful park? We are very fortunate to have lots of natural open
play spaces in Harcourt, so to maintain the access to these is important.
Structured play spaces need to also be in keeping with environment where they exist.
I am very interested in seeing the Harcourt facilities improved in development plan. The playground
needs to be updated to cater for younger children and families in the area. I would also like to see
this area fenced from major road.
 lay spaces that are used for community fairs/markets etc. Pop up play spaces. Play spaces that
P
host other activities. Consider having play rangers, like they do in the UK Child friendly community
gardens
 s a parent of teenage girls, I implore you to consider some options, which can improve their social
A
opportunities. So many of our children are keen to leave the Castlemaine area as “there is nothing
to do here”. The longer we can keep our young people in the Shire, the better our future growth will
be. I was told by a group of teenagers on the weekend (average age 15) that most of them had tried
marijuana and were regular weekend drinkers. Absolutely devastating as a parent.
Play spaces are destination and therefore visitors to the Shire should be considered as high users
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